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The context: South Africa’s low-growth trap
• South Africa’s growth in emerging economy context (Bhorat):
• Low per capita GDP growth
• Low rates of investment and saving to GDP
• Slow growth in competitiveness and net exports
• Especially in high-tech manufacturing

• High reliance on (exhaustible) commodities and metals
• High unemployment
• Rising inequality and social discontent

• Demographic dynamics
•
•
•
•
•
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Steep age-pyramid: youth bulge entering labour market over decade ahead
Rising life expectancy, longer retirement years
Urbanisation, both to cities and within “rural” municipalities
Family fragmentation, linked to housing and settlement patterns
Foreign migration, especially working-age

Global and South African economic growth: 1994 to 2016

Source: Hugo Pienaar, Bureau for Economic Research
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Slow or declining employment in primary and secondary
sectors

Source: Hugo Pienaar, Bureau for Economic Research
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Youth employment in SA is lower than in other emerging
economies

Source: International Monetary Fund, Country Report No. 17/189
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Public finances under stress – rising debt-GDP ratio

Source: Hugo Pienaar, Bureau for Economic Research
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Household income structure and the distribution of work
opportunities

Source: International Monetary Fund, Country Report No. 17/189
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Growth strategies – the case for heterodoxy
• First-order economic principles…
• Property rights, competition, market-based incentives, sound money

• …do not map into standard policy packages and institutional arrangements
• Successful economic reforms are designed for local context and conditions
• ”Transitional institutions” often deviate from “Washington consensus” paradigm

• “Igniting” growth is simpler than sustaining it
• Growth episodes often follow limited and unconventional interventions that open
opportunities or remove constraints
• Sustained growth requires deeper institutional reforms to withstand shocks and
maintain productive dynamism
Dani Rodrik, “Growth Strategies”, prepared for the Handbook of Economic Growth, June 2003
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Strategies to stimulate and then sustain growth
• …the most important question for an economy stuck in a low-activity equilibrium is:
how do you get entrepreneurs excited about investing in the home economy?

• Two broad approaches:
• Address government failures or policy barriers, build an appropriate “investment
climate” (Stern)
• Proactive “crowding in” or targeting support to address market failures (learning
spillovers, market-size externalities); “big-push” (Rosenstein-Rodan) investment to
overcome coordination failures

• Long-run sustained growth requires convergence in high-quality institutions,
informal and formal (North)
• Institutions can take many forms (compare regulation, social insurance, macro and
financial stability arrangements in diverse countries)
• Institutional “experimenting” may be a more effective strategy than “copycatting”

Dani Rodrik, “Growth Strategies”, June 2003
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Growth strategies in a “dual economy”

• Dual economy models tend to assume a modernizing drive in the “urban” economy
that absorbs labour, raising overall productivity…
• But if the economy is stuck in a “low-growth” trap there might be quite different
requirements for igniting growth in different sectors:
• Institutional strengthening, overcoming policy uncertainty, global trade and investment
linkages in the modern economy
• Learning, skills development, market access, basic infrastructure, enterprise support in
vulnerable or marginalized households/activities

• Regulatory frameworks and social protection that support modernization in higherproductivity activities might be barriers to progress in other parts of the economy
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Socio-economic outcome of South Africa’s low growth
trap
Real income growth incidence curve – 1995-2010

Source: Statistics SA and DPRU
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Strategic considerations: Public policy as the art of the
possible
• Expanding employment is the primary goal
• It is key to reducing poverty and unemployment, it is also about expanding the
productive frontier of the economy
• It is both about formal work opportunities and informal or family based activities
• It is not about reducing wages in existing work but about expanding opportunities
at the margin

• A higher rate of investment is needed
• Concentrated ownership of wealth and strong financial institutions are
advantages–
• But savings responded quite slowly to higher growth in the 2000s

• Urbanisation is a powerful motive for productivity advances
• Many of the great improvement in living standards of the 20 th century were
networked services to homes (Gordon):
• Water & sanitation, electricity, refrigeration, TV & telecoms, motorised transport

• There are both ”learning spillovers” and “scale-economy externalities” that
account for under-investment and failure to diversify in a decentralised lowgrowth equilibrium (Rodrik)
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The labour market dilemma
• High structural unemployment creates a “prisoners’ dilemma” coordination
failure:
• Labour market flexibility would lead to higher employment,
• But workers resist flexibility because the prospects of finding work if unemployed
are so low.
• This is not about wages, but about institutional rules: it is plausible that wages
would be higher in a more flexible regime.
• But the short-term effects of real wage flexibility would be catastrophic: income
declines and negative demand shock.

• The minimum wage is potentially a “second best” partial resolution of the
coordination failure:
• Provided it is accompanied by measures that lead to reduced unemployment risk
at the statutory wage
• And if exemptions apply to “default” employers (family enterprises) and first-time
young work-seekers.

• A general wage or employment subsidy at and above the minimum wage
threshold would assist in bridging the gap between aggregate labour demand
and supply.
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Raising investment and savings…
• Private investment is dependent on business confidence and perceptions about
future profitability…
• Tends to be strongly pro-cyclical
• Is responsive to tax incentives and regulatory protection, but countries have to guard
against a “race to the bottom”

• Savings tends to ”follow” investment
• Public investment is dominated by major SOCs:
• Eskom and Transnet now investing ahead of realized demand
• Opportunities for private participation in infrastructure investment require balance
between certainty & competitive processes

• SA savings is low, so reliant on foreign capital
• Savings will rise as income rises, but short-term savings is at the expense of
consumption and demand

• Deep financial sector institutional capacity is a strength…
• But is not a substitute for investment demand
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Economic strategies for inclusive growth – The Spence
Commission
”The policy underpinnings of sustained, high growth create an environment for
high levels of investment, job creation, competition, mobility of resources, social
protections, equity, and inclusiveness…
• No country has sustained rapid growth without also keeping up impressive
rates of public investment – in infrastructure, education and health…
• Growth entails a structural transformation of the economy, from agriculture to
manufacturing, from a rural workforce to an urban one. This transformation is
the result of competitive pressure. Governments committed to growth must
therefore liberalize product markets..
• The Commission strongly believes that growth strategies cannot succeed
without a commitment to equality of opportunity…”
But there is no standard blueprint – countries must adopt strategies suited to
their circumstances
Commission on Growth and Development, The Growth Report, 2008.
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Possible elements of a South African inclusive growth
strategy?
• Transformation of the economic landscape
•
•
•
•
•
•

Urban infrastructure and city development
Accelerated investment in housing
Competition and control: modernizing network industries
A bias towards employment
Implementing the minimum wage while expanding youth employment
Social security and health insurance

• Macro, fiscal and financial considerations
• Broadening credit extension
• A competitive exchange rate
• Fiscal consolidation
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Bias towards employment…
• South Africa’s mining and manufacturing sectors are comparatively capitalintensive –
• Technology, productivity and safety considerations in mining…
• Minerals and metals-based manufacturing and motor industry incentives have long
history
• Labour-intensive manufacturing can’t compete with low wage SEAsia

• Employment growth is mainly in services
• Tourism-related and household services tend to be labour-intensive
• Employment is often vulnerable and temporary or part-time

• Informal trading and small enterprise development lags behind international
comparators, face regulatory barriers
• Public sector (EPWP and CWP) labour intensive activities have growth potential,
but face organizational & productivity challenges

• Labour-intensive activities are typically low-wage
• Employment incentive or wage subsidy can assist in formal sector
• But rural and family work requires shifts in household assets & opportunities
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Implementing the minimum wage while expanding youth
employment
• EPWP and CWP work should not be exempt from the minimum wage
• Cost implication is a fraction of the annual cost of above-inflation public service wage
increases

• Subsidise social security contributions for low-wage employees to counter noncompliance and informalisation
• Extend wage incentive to all low-wage employees, subject to minimum wage and social
security compliance

• Phase in a “default” social security plan including pension benefits
• Exempt young workers (under age 25) in training or internship positions or in youth
service programmes from minimum wage and social security
• Subject to alternative minimum standards (eg 75% of NMW)

• Revise design of the present youth employment incentive to achieve broader costto-employer reduction
• Current Youth Employment Service needs fiscal impetus (alongside BEE code
recognition
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School-leaving statistics
Annual outflow of school-leavers
University (B degree) entry qualifications

1.1 million
150 000

14%

33 000

3%

Senior certificate passes (non B-level)

400 000

36%

Exit without Senior Cert (grade 12) pass

550 000

50%

Of which: Exit before reaching grade 12

350 000

32%

400 000

36%

First-time undergraduate university enrolment

170 000

15%

Entry into private higher education institutions

40 000

4%

ca 150 000

14%

ca 40 000

4%

Of which: C or higher for maths

Estimated entry into HE & further education

Entry into public FET/TVET colleges
Entry into private FET colleges
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Public expenditure on youth development
Annual expenditure estimates (2017/18)

R million

University education – institutional subsidies

31 600

National Student Financial Aid

10 100

TVET Colleges
Skills funding: National Skills Fund
SETAs
Jobs Fund

7 400
3 300
13 300
900

EPWP supplementary allocations

2 400

Community Work Programme

3 700

Public Employment Services (DoL)

560

Tax allowances for learnerships

ca 1 000

Youth employment tax allowance

ca 3 000
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Social security and national health insurance
• Social security: Main proposals (2007)
• Wage subsidy, implemented through PAYE
• Standard social security arrangement, comprising tax contribution to finance
basic retirement savings and improved earnings-related unemployment,
disability and death (survivor) benefits
• Collective administration, drawing on modern data management capabilities
• Complementary retirement fund industry reforms (preservation, portability,
minimum benefits, admin cost reduction)
• Tax reforms to maintain incentive to save while addressing inequalities and
complexity

• National health insurance (2017 White Paper)
•
•
•
•
•
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Universal coverage in a “single payer” system
Consolidated NHI Fund to purchase from public and private providers
Capitation-based primary health care reimbursement
DRG-based reimbursement of accredited hospital services
Medical schemes transition from prescribed benefits to complementary cover

Social security: current design parameters
• Basic contributory pension arrangement
•
•
•
•
•
•

Savings 10 -12 % of earnings
PAYG with 25% reserving
Defined benefit based on indexed lifetime earnings
Annuitisation at a standardised community rate
Extent of coverage, earnings floor for contributions
Mandatory participation in national fund

• Risk benefits (unemployment, disability and survivors):
• 5-6 % of earnings, up to present UIF threshold
• Extension of unemployment insurance – minimum benefit or employment
guarantee; links with labour initiatives
• Scope for coordination and alignment of disability and survivors
arrangements (Compensation funds, disability and chronic illness
assessment, Guardian’s Fund, bargaining council and provident fund trustee
responsibilities)
Source: ASISA
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National Treasury

South African
Revenue Service
(SARS)

Joint oversight
DSS – social security measures
NT – prudential oversight
Tier 3 Pensions
Regulator (mandatory
schemes)

Dept of Social
Security

Social Security Supervisory Board (social partner
model with powers to appoint and remove
relevant executive management)

Tier 3

Tier 2

Approved private
pensions schemes

National social
security fund (NSSF)

Default fund
Mandatory/default
annuity provider

•
•
•
•
•

Tier 1

Social security
agency (SASSA)

Pensions
Death/invalidity
Unemployment
Illness/maternity
Accidents and emerg.

•
•
•
•
•

Pensions
invalidity
Unemployment
Illness/maternity
Children/families

Transversal functions
Social security consolidated public interface structure (agency)

Master social security registry (agency)
Consolidated social security contribution
Disability assessment

Source: ASISA

Social security complaints adjudication and inspectorate
Management of investments

Transition challenges
Phasing in of collective social insurance faces difficult transition and
sequencing problems in presence of mature private financing
arrangements, and unaligned existing statutory funds
• Road Accident Fund – R220 bn and rising unfunded liability
• Unemployment Insurance Fund – R160 bn surplus
• Occupational injury and disease compensation – four separate funds
• Other accident and injury – none
• State liability, eg medical malpractice – unlimited
• Guardian’s Fund – weak administration, unknown risks
Policy question: what should be consolidated, what would implications be?
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Social insurance design: care for the elderly
• Frailcare for the elderly – falls between the cracks in the saving for
retirement and PAYG healthcare funding architectures
Cost of PMB health benefits by age - 2007

Source: Heath McLeod, 2007, Presentation to International Actuarial Association Health Colloquium.
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Issues in tax design
• Gaps in social insurance and income protection arise in part because of
misalignment between tax and transfer policies
• Alignment of means tests would assist in both design and policy simplicity
• Alignment of means tests with tax thresholds has substantial advantages
• Reintroduction of family (child) allowances into the PIT would improve
horizontal equity

• Reimbursable medical scheme credits would assist in opening up
affordable cover market

• Costs of universal benefits can be clawed back through tax design at the
top end
• Similar issues arise in employment and wage subsidies, student finance
and housing finance policies
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Social security and health insurance – short-term
priorities
• Basic income support for long-term unemployed
• Affordable within UIF as flat-rate benefit for unemployed with exhausted credits

• Standard retirement pension and basic risk benefits as mandatory “default”
arrangement
• Implemented on UIF contributory platform

• Low-income medical scheme arrangement combining standard GP/health centre
package with public hospital service reimbursed at UPFS tariffs
• Targeted public-private partnership health benefits –
•
•
•
•
•

Emergency and trauma care
Maternity benefits
HIV and TB treatment
Essential drug list distribution at standard prices
Forensic medicine, laboratory services, radiology

• Standard risk equalisation financing platform – age-based medical scheme credit
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Towards a transition path
• Social security is both about broader risk pooling and lower transaction costs
in household income security, and limits in discretion on income protection
arrangements
• Statutory arrangements can also contribute to limiting state liability and
discretion in ways that improve efficiency and fairness
• But these benefits require careful design and sequencing of reforms, taking
into account the South African context:
•
•
•
•

High unemployment, informality and the changing nature of work
Inequality
Ageing, the youth population bulge, migration trends
Measures needed to accompany the minimum wage and youth employment
initiatives
• The established retirement funding, life insurance and health insurance industry
• Competing social insurance needs: pensions, risk benefits, health services, oldage care

• There may be advantages in designing social insurance for the 21st century
as a “late adapter”
• But there is considerable work to do in understanding these dynamics
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Sustainable inclusive growth – the institutional
foundations
Fundamentally it is a political transformation … that is required for a poor society to
become rich…
Countries remain poor if narrow elites continue to rule in their own interest, with
power narrowly concentrated and institutions organized to “extract” wealth for those
who have power…
Societies prosper if they build inclusive institutions, with security of property, public
institutions that provide a level playing field, the rule of law and broad-based
economic opportunities…
Daron Acemoglu and James A Robinson, Why Nations Fail: the Origins of Power,
Prosperity and Poverty, 2012

…(T)he real lesson for the architects of growth strategies is to take economics more
seriously…. Rule-of-thumb economics, which has come to dominate thinking on
growth policies can be safely discarded.
Dani Rodrik, “Growth Strategies”, June 2003
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